Alzheimer's disease (AD) is characterized by a stereotypical spatial pattern of hippocampus (HP) atrophy over time, but reliable and precise measurement of localized longitudinal change to individual HP in AD have been elusive. We present a method for quantifying subject-specific spatial patterns of longitudinal HP change that aligns serial HP surface pairs together along the central HP axis, cuts slices off the ends of the HP that were not shared across baseline and follow-up surfaces, estimates weighted correspondences between baseline and follow-up HP, and finds a concise set of localized spatial change patterns that explains HP changes while down-weighting HP surface points whose estimated change is biologically implausible. Experiments on 320 elderly HP measured at one-year intervals suggest that the alignment, weighted correspondence estimation and down-weighting steps reduce the amount of implausible HP changes indicated among individual HP, increase the strength of association between HP change and cognitive function related to AD, and enhance the estimation of spatially-localized HP change patterns.
Introduction
Alzheimer's Disease (AD) is the most common form of dementia in the elderly. Its pathological process preferentially damages the hippocampus (HP), a brain region crucial to a variety of cognitive functions. Because this HP damage is visible on structural magnetic resonance images (MRI) of the brain, longitudinal MRI-based measurements of HP change have been proposed as markers of the effects of AD pathology, with possible uses in clinical diagnosis of AD and quantification of treatment effects in clinical trials [2] [12] [5] . Furthermore, HP atrophy associated with AD occurs with a stereotypical spatial progression: among HP sub-regions, ADrelated damage begins in one region (called CA1) and spreads to another (subiculum) and yet another (CA2-4 and dentate gyrus). Therefore, numerous approaches for quantifying spatial patterns of localized HP atrophy have been proposed as measures that may be more specific to AD-related damage than total HP volume (for example, [6] [17] ). These efforts have suggested that localized HP damage to CA1 and subiculum may be preferentially associated with the pathology and cognitive consequences of AD [4] .
However, quantitative measurements of how individual hippocampi evolve over time in response to AD pathology, based on serial MRI, have been extremely rare. Most reports of localized HP changes related to AD are cross-sectional in nature, showing spatial patterns of differences between groups of HP that are each measured at a single time point [6] [8] . The few reports of localized longitudinal HP change related to AD show population mean spatial maps of localized HP thickness at baseline and follow-up, without providing information about localized changes within any individual [15] . Such longitudinal localized HP change measurements at an individual level will be important for eventually applying localized HP change measures to AD clinical diagnosis and to clinical trials. In contrast to modeling longitudinal changes to individual closed surfaces such as the HP, several techniques measure individual longitudinal change trajectories at a voxel level [13] [16] ; for each individual, dense deformation fields among series of images are estimated, with various methods used to encourage the deformation fields to be spatially and temporally smooth. These exploratory quantifications of change are unbiased, highly automated, and general, but the need to detect subtle, localized shape changes to complex-shaped regions require deformation quantification at a very fine scale, making the methods computationally complex.
The relative lack of scientific findings related to individual trajectories of longitudinal localized patterns of HP change is due to a series of unique technical challenges. The hippocampus is a small structure relative to typical voxel sizes in conventional structural MRI, especially when it is atrophied, and changes over short periods of time can be subtle, even in AD; this makes precise delineation of the HP in each image, and highly precise quantification of change, imperative. However, the HP is notoriously difficult to delineate in a reliable fashion; there are scores of manual tracing protocols [7] and even highly trained experts agree about where to trace the HP boundary to varying degrees on varying HP sub-regions [10] [3] . Therefore, beyond precisely aligning baseline HP to corresponding follow-up HP, any method for measuring localized HP changes related to AD must be robust to discrepancies between baseline and follow-up in what tissue was or was not included in the delineation.
In this paper, we present a robust method for measuring longitudinal, localized patterns of spatial change to individual aging HP. We align follow-up to baseline HP by deforming the follow-up HP along its central cylindrical axis, and cut off ends of the structure that are not shared between the two delineations. Then we estimate weighted correspondences between baseline and follow-up HP. After baseline alignment to a template, rate of change in localized HP radius is quantified at a grid of surface points on the template, and points whose change rates are biologically implausible with respect to the aging and AD processes (i.e., regions whose local radius appears to increase with time) are down-weighted in subsequent quantification of localized spatial patterns of radius change. Those spatial patterns are estimated through a modification of Localized Components Analysis (LoCA) which searches for a concise set of localized HP regions whose change accounts for the greatest amount of HP change variability across the population [17] .
Methods
Fig 1 shows our framework for calculating individual hippocampus change. The cylinder-like HP surface is represented by a central axis, n t slices along that axis, and n θ surface points on each slice. The position of the central axis within each slice is calculated by taking the center of mass of all surface points in that slice. Each surface point is represented by its cylindrical coordinates (t, θ), where t is the index of the slice and θ is the angle between a vector from the central axis to the surface point, and a vector in a canonical direction. The first step in the process is to align each individual's follow-up HP to the corresponding baseline HP by shifting the follow-up HP along its central axis and cutting off slices at the ends that are not shared between the two segmentations (Fig 1a,b) . Template alignment similarly shifts each baseline HP along its central axis to align it to the HP of a typical healthy individual (the template HP) and cuts off non-shared slices; it also deforms the baseline HP to correct for major differences in HP shape between individuals. For each surface point on each baseline HP, a set of weighted (soft) correspondences are then estimated between that point and points on the corresponding follow-up HP; the rate of HP change over time at each baseline surface point is calculated in terms of differences in local HP radius (i.e, the length of the vector from the central axis to the point) between baseline and the follow-up surface points that it softly corresponds to (Fig 1b) . Hard correspondences between baseline HP and the template HP allow for comparison of HP change rate across individuals at standardized surface locations 1 . At each location on the template HP we find individuals whose estimated radius change there is biologically implausible (Fig 1c) ; we then estimate a set of shape components, or spatially localized spatial patterns of coherent HP change (Fig 1d) , while down-weighting the influence of such implausible change. The following sections describe each step in detail. 
Alignment along central axis
For both the alignment of baseline to follow-up, and the alignment of baseline to template, the purpose of alignment along the central HP axis is to estimate a function f that maps slices t of one HP to slices f (t) of the other. For both alignments, we allow f (t) to be undefined for t at the ends of the HP, to account for the very common differences between HP (even of the same individual) in terms of the starting and stopping points of the segmentation (see Fig 2( e)(f)). Differences between baseline and follow-up HP in the region starting and stopping points represent inconsistencies in the segmentation algorithm; analogous differences between baseline and template HP may additionally represent real anatomical differences. For the alignment of baseline HP to the template, a deformable model is used to account for differences in HP morphology between individuals. For the alignment of follow-up HP to baseline, f is simply a translation designed to cut off nonshared HP slices from both segmentations; a deformable alignment between the two could in fact remove real HP change that had occurred over time.
For deformable alignment, we consider p slices spaced at uniform intervals along the central axis of each individual baseline HP. Let the slice positions of these p control slices along the baseline HP be denoted {c 1 , c 2 , · · · , c p }. Moving these control points to new positions {c . In our experiments we used linear kernel functions:
0, otherwise Thus, the deformable alignment amounts to estimating {c to baseline is an estimation of a translation along the central axis. These transformations are optimized to maximize HP similarity. To calculate this similarity, we first define a function d(t) along the length of the HP axis that gives the maximum local radius of all surface points on slice t-that is, the maximum distance from boundary points on slice t to the central axis (Fig 2(c)(d) ). The similarity metric that drives alignment is the Pearson correlation coefficient between the d(t) for the transformed HP and the d(t) for the template one. 2 The summary curves provide a computationally efficient means for evaluating shape similarity while capturing the anatomically salient characteristics of HP morphology. The basic approach of modifying the transformation to maximize HP similarity is modified to account for additional factors. First, while we want to cut off slices of tissue that are not shared between HP, we also want to prevent the alignment from aggressively cutting off too many slices in the pursuit of higher similarity values. Therefore, the similarity metric is a linear combination of terms that try to maximize HP similarity, and the amount of HP that overlaps between the two, respectively. That is, we minimize λρ + (1 − λ)r, where ρ is the correlation between d curves; r is the percentage of HP slices on the fixed HP that overlap with the transformed one; and λ is a constant between 0 and 1. In addition, we encourage the transformations to stay numerically well conditioned by imposing lower and upper bounds on the distance c We use the fminsearch routine in Matlab to maximize this function with respect to the transformation parameters. See Fig 2(a)(b) for an example baseline HP whose similarity to the template increases substantially after alignment.
Weighted correspondence estimation
Given pairs of follow-up and baseline HP whose slices have been aligned, previous approaches have established correspondences between surface points with corresponding cylindrical coordinates [15] ; in theory, the rate of HP change can be calculated by computing the difference in local HP radius at those corresponding surface points. However, because each HP slice is based on a relatively small number of image voxels, the number of non-redundant surface points is also small, thus causing many surface points to have no single natural correspondence on the other HP (see Fig 3) . Therefore, we use weighted correspondences to assess the change rate in local HP radii: we map each surface point to a weighted average point on the other HP, where the weights are based on proximity to the surface point and proximity to the surface normal vector at that surface point.
More formally, we map each surface point in the baseline HP that has cylindrical coordinates (t, θ 0 ) to a weighted average point θ w(θ 0 , θ)c(f (t), θ), where c(t, θ) is the Cartesian coordinates of HP surface point (t, θ).
The weighting function w(θ 0 , θ) is a sum of two terms that depend on the proximity of c(f (t), θ) and c(t, θ 0 ) and the proximity of vector from c(t, θ 0 ) to c(f (t), θ) to the surface normal vector at c(t, θ 0 ). For proximity, we use a logistic function l(x) = 2− 2 1 + e − x T governed by a slope parameter T , and for similarity in surface normal orientation we calculate the inner product between the surface normal at c(t, θ 0 ) and the vector between c(t, θ 0 ) and c(f (t), θ). Let i(θ, θ 0 ) denote this inner product, and let d(θ, θ 0 ) denote the Euclidean distance between c(t, θ 0 ) and c(f (t), θ). The weighting function is then w(θ 0 , θ) = αl(d(θ, θ 0 )) + (1 − α)i(θ, θ 0 ).
After weight estimation, for every baseline point, the follow-up boundary points with the highest N weights are picked. The weights of these follow-up points are normalized so that they sum up to 1. The image of a baseline point is the weighted average of the Cartesian coordinates of these N points. 
Downweighting
The weighted correspondences allow us to calculate the difference in local radius between each baseline HP surface point and its weighted correspondence point on the follow-up HP; dividing this difference by the interval between baseline and follow-up scans provides a rate of local HP change. The alignment of baseline HP to the template allows us to assemble measurements of rates of local radius change across all individuals at the template surface points. However, because noise in HP boundary measurements is high, some individuals are likely to have spurious weighted correspondences at some surface points, even after alignment and weighted correspondence estimation, leading to spurious estimates of local radius change. Therefore, for each surface point we discount rates of change that are outliers over the population, and also use biological knowledge about the aging and AD processes to discount the influence of such points on estimated spatial patterns of change. Specifically, aging and AD pathology has been universally reported to decrease the size of the HP by promoting injury and death of neurons, without increasing its size in any way; thus, at each HP surface location, positive rates of radius change, suggesting HP growth, and considered implausible. Let r i,t,θ denote the radius change rate of subject i at template HP cylindrical coordinate (t, θ). We calculate the mean and standard deviation of r i,t,θ over i, µ t,θ and σ t,θ , and for each i calculate a weight w i,t,θ for point (t, θ) that tends toward zero as change rates become greater than the mean plus one standard deviation:
1, otherwise The logistic function l() is defined as above. In our experiments we set the logistic slope T to .25. These weights are incorporated into the following step that estimates spatially-localized patterns of coherent local HP radius change. The algorithm makes less of an attempt to account for HP change in individual points that have low w i,t,θ , i.e. surface points whose change rates are implausible high outliers.
Localized Change Components
After downweighting, the HP of subject i can be represented by a vector v i of the local radius change rates r i,t,θ , and a weight vector w i of the corresponding w i,t,θ . We then use a modified version of Localized Components Analysis (LoCA) to estimate a linear subspace for the set of v, w pairs [1] . Briefly, LoCA attempts to find an orthogonal set of basis vectors e 1 , · · · , e n that provide a concise and spatially localized explanation for the set of v i vectors. Because the basis vectors capture a dominant pattern of local HP radius change, we refer to them as HP change patterns. After estimation of the e vectors, individual HP are represented by several change pattern coefficients α i,j , where v i ≈ e 0 + j α i,j * e j . Each α i,j quantifies the degree to which a particular HP change pattern e j is indicated in the HP local radius change vector v i . LoCA generates the initial basis vectors from the covariance matrix of the v i , and iteratively optimizes them to minimize an energy function that is a linear combination of 2 terms: one term, like PCA, attempts to make the smallest number of e vectors account for the largest amount of variance in the v i as possible, by analyzing the change pattern coefficients α i,j ; the other term penalizes basis vectors that are not spatially localized. The addition of the weight vectors w i,t,θ modifies this optimization in two ways. First, the calculation of e 0 , the population average HP change rate vector, becomes a weighted average. That is, the entry e 0 [k] representing the average change rate in template HP point k is calculated by:
. Similarly, the covariance matrix becomes a weighted covariance matrix whose entries
These modifications effectively decrease the influence of low-weight points on the change pattern calculation. Note that if the elements of weight vector are all 1, the computations of the average vector and covariance matrix are the same as their canonical definitions.
Experiments
We tested our methods on a set of 79 AD patients; 146 patients with amnestic mild cognitive impairment (MCI), an AD precursor condition; and 95 normal controls from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) who had baseline and 12-month follow-up MRIs, and semi-automated HP segmentations [11] [9].
Average HP change. As expected, local HP radii decreased on average faster among AD patients than MCI patients, and faster among MCI patients than controls (Fig 4) . However, if none of the processing steps described above are applied to the segmentations, many local regions appear to grow over time (red), even in the AD group, in clear violation of the conventional wisdom that HP radii should be either stable or decreasing in each group. Each additional step of processing had a visible effect in reducing the magnitude and extent of local HP growth regions, thus increasing the plausibility of the change measurements. The final maps of change calculated after all processing steps among MCI and AD groups suggest prominent atrophy on average in the anterior medial head and lateral body sub-regions, both of which appear to correspond to the CA1 HP sub-field that is preferentially damaged by early AD pathology [6] . The relatively spared (white) HP region in MCI and AD appears to lie within the CA2-4 or dentate gyrus sub-fields, which are relatively preserved by early AD. In addition, the final mean change maps agree with prior studies by suggesting that even among cognitively normal individuals the HP atrophies mildly over time [14] . Localized HP change patterns. We ran LoCA on three versions of HP change maps that represented differing levels of processing to assess whether the various steps ease the estimation of plausible, spatially localized HP change patterns. LoCA was applied to: 1. the raw data, 2. the data after applying only the down-weighting step in Section 2.4, and 3. the data after applying alignment, weighted correspondence estimation, and downweighting. The individual radius change rate map of each subject can be expressed as the sum of a population average change rate map plus a linear combination of spatial change patterns estimated by LoCA. The five LoCA change patterns that account for the highest percentage of variability in HP change rate for each method are shown in Figure 5 , with blue areas representing a spatial pattern of coherent HP change that was indicated by the data set. The renderings suggest that the processing steps eased the estimation of biologically plausible, localized change patterns. In particular, some of the change patterns based on the raw data and downweighting only are not spatially localized, including blue areas at both the top and bottom of the structure simultaneously(raw data columns 1 and 3; downweighting columns 3 and 5). The goal of LoCA is to exclude such patterns, which are more difficult to interpret anatomically. In addition, the change patterns based on raw data and downweighting only suggest that substantial HP radial change is only occurring in the HP head (top of each sub-figure), while change patterns covering a broader extent of the structure, especially the CA1 and subiculum regions preferentially damaged by early AD pathology, are found from the aligned and downweighted data. Together, these observations suggest that biologically-plausible local change patterns may be easier to discover from the data due to the processing steps.
Relation between HP change and cognition. Given LoCA change patterns, the HP change pattern of each individual can be expressed in terms of change pattern coefficients: these quantify the degree to which any Figure 5 ) is evident in that individual. To test whether the processing steps encourage the discovery of clinically relevant HP change patterns, we analyzed associations between cognitive measures collected by ADNI at baseline, and HP change pattern coefficients. Based on the natural history of AD, we would expect diminished cognitive scores to indicate greater levels of AD pathology and therefore greater subsequent HP atrophy; thus, HP change patterns that more strongly associate with baseline cognition may be more clinically relevant as indicators of AD-related HP injury. For each cognitive measure and algorithm variant, we estimated multiple linear regression models with the coefficients for the 5 change patterns shown in Figure 5 as predictors, and the cognitive measures as the outcome. We use the total percent of variance explained by the predictors (the total R 2 of the model) to quantify the strength of association between the change patterns and the cognitive measure. For each of the 5 cognitive measures, the R 2 for the data based on alignment and downweighting was substantially higher than the R 2 based on downweighting only or the R 2 based on raw data (Fig 6) , suggesting that the full algorithm enhances the discovery of HP change patterns that are more relevant in terms of stronger associations with real-world outcome measures.
Discussion
The hippocampus is a very small brain structure relative to conventional MRI voxel sizes, it is difficult to delineate in a reliable way, and its changes can be subtle even in degenerative disease. Our results suggest that a precise sequence of HP-specific algorithmic steps, including alignment, weighted correspondence estimation, and downweighting, may be required to overcome these issues and estimate rates of localized HP change that are both biologically plausible and clinically relevant. Future work should extend the technique to longer series of longitudinal scans, for which groupwise alignment and reweighting of points may be required to assess localized change. In addition, HP change from other modalities that best represent the structure as a filled volume, including fMRI and diffusion MRI, is an increasingly important problem that the current approach may be extended to.
